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Sarah Brightman, the world famous singer, recently held a press conference at Tower Club at lebua in Bangkok, Thailand. During the conference, she announced her upcoming concert, “Sarah Brightman in Concert: Dreamchaser World Tour.” The press conference took place on August 1, 2013.

The press conference was attended by many media representatives, including Thai media, and the event was covered by media outlets from around the world. Sarah Brightman spoke about her new album, “Dreamchaser,” which is set to be released in late 2013. She also discussed her upcoming concert tour, which will take her to various countries around the world.

Sarah Brightman has been a popular singer for many years, and her music has been enjoyed by fans all over the world. Her press conference at Tower Club at lebua was a great success, and many media representatives were present to report on the event.

The Thai media coverage was widespread, and the press conference was covered by many Thai newspapers and television channels. The event was also covered by many international media outlets, including CNN, BBC, and ABC.

Overall, the press conference was a great success, and it was clear that Sarah Brightman is still a top performer and her fans are eagerly waiting for her new album and concert tour.
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The Dome at lebua
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ICE cocktails at Distil
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5 เครื่องดื่มสุดชิคจาก Distil Bar

茜 clashes the glasses that are filled with a variety of cocktails that are ready to be served to the guests. The drinks are arranged on a table in the middle of the room, with the logo of the bar displayed prominently. The bartenders are seen preparing the cocktails, pouring mixers and liquids into the glasses. The atmosphere is lively and energetic, with music playing in the background. The guests are enjoying their drinks, laughing and chatting.
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Rajasthan Properties
THE LODHI NEW DELHI “Everyone has room, but how many hotels boast 40 swimming pools?” asks the General Manager. Yes, 40 private plunge-pools sit in the balcony of each sprawling suite. Splashes in privacy, although you might be sharing water and the sexy pool-edge dryied with mynahs and pigeons. Never share the fabulous cookies (chocolate, oats, herb), savoury snacks, gunches and almonds the suites so generously stock.

Bedtime brings local specialty Chhoki in sesame, almonds, rose petals... And if Chanty is doing you a facial in the exclusivity of your suite, she bears post-treatment treats like cereal bars. You’d think the Lodhi abets in-suite gluttony. But it is crafty: two super chefs ensure you restrain private excesses and splurge on its dining options.

Spunking new restaurant On The Waterfront convives the city’s elite who showcase themselves in the all-glass private dining enclave poised stunningly on flowing waters. Design is as slick as the Suízi, service as delicate as the Dim Sum. To avail yourself of the chef’s salad, teppanyaki, noodles and abundant helpings of delicious service, better book yourself in for several nights.

Also imbibe the vibe at Elan’s al fresco terrace. Succumb to all this-filled Manager Nikhil Verma’s recommendations: dairy breakfast Idlis, Sticky Toffee Pudding (the owner’s favourite dessert, Nikhil reveals) and Chocolate Fondant (Nikhil’s favourite dessert).

By the pool (yes, they have 41 pools or perhaps 41 pools, for this recreation of a royal tank is a pool-and-a-half) try the Conscious Menu including inspired calorie-quenched Our Uplift and Red Rice Daalbowl. Dynamic young Exec Chef Bhargav has plusher plans for supper: private dining on the flower-dressed balconies of the eighth-floor suites. Circumnavigating the ineffable entertainments of his Hyderabadthai to the serenade of a flautist. Haute Gastronomie (literally, on the hotel’s loftiest floor) attains its apotheosis in perfect Pistaahale Kulf.

BTW, the fanciest cars park in The Lodhi’s porch, so those attending staying here had better be driving a Rolls-Royce or a Porsche...

LEBUA RESORT JAIPUR Businessmen love it. Why not, when all that glitters is gold here? Precisely designed on the jewel concept (Jaipur being the ‘Gem City’), Lebua’s lobby walls blaze metal faceted diamond-like, crystal-speckled floors scintillate; red sofas resemble rubies, and intense red interiors exude richness. Restaurant Vaja has silver pillars shooting into gilded diamond-shaped domes from which metal-framed lamps fashioned into diamonds drop like solitaire earrings.

A jewellery box construct encases the three villas hued in gold, silver and copper, laced in enthralling mirrors and latticework. Villas boast a sulphur-stretch pool and paintings penetrating nine depth-penetrating glass panels. Suites standing on crescent-shaped ways strike in gemstone colours: ruby, emerald, blue and glorious yellow sapphire offset by zigzagging black-and-white tiled floors.

Bejewelled bedheads captivate, jewel-themed paintings and walls, while swanlen Jacuzzis face private courtyards. Intricately
Galtaji Temple where a water body apparently springs miraculously following a rishi’s meditation. Dayanam enthusiastically recommends a visit; do break business to sneak away to this beeswax and spiritually enriching shrine. For businessmen entrench in worldly affairs but with other-worldly tastes, traverse Lebua’s space-shuttle-like corridors to the space-age ballroom fetching conference guests galore, galaxy-sensation Chaka Bar.

Get set for jetset Jaipur!
THE SOFALÀ GOA Waxed in verdant wonder and exuding pizzazz, pillsed in puddy fields and embraced in soft hills. Breathtakingly elegant with a chic white façade and a pool like an emerald ring encircled in pillared Portuguese columns. Caesarian courtesy fashion designer Tarun Tahiliani. The villa’s rooftop infinity pool seems bewitched by the magnificent mangrove spread and bellowing palms.
Suits: lavish dark handmade wood floors expressing its Goan-Portuguese heritage, four-poster beds, exquisite drapes, lean yet lavish upholstery. But the most tasteful aspect of the suites is the complimentary cocktails and mock bar… On verandas antique-like arm chairs gaze at sleek modern seats lounge around the pool. The villa personifies sophistication.

The Italian restaurant impreses, but ask for Chef manny for his Goa extravaganza. If you are seeking a bank and don’t businessmen ever, this unique “lifestyle hotel” is conveniently banked on the Sinquerim River.
Draw liquid cash like water!

patterened Jaipur-red walls everywhere…
The spa borders the jazziest infinity pool. Bond-style boardroom…

Architecturally fascinating private dining enclaves include the open-air geometric sunken dining space and the stunning amphitheatre that is popular for business cocktails. Star has a上述 but the amphitheatre too seems like a star descends.

Now, boy-Chef Dhananjay Singh crafts magnificent Lakshmi and Rajasthani thalis finished in spectacularly good homemade Rose Petal and Mango Kulfi and ice creams of fresh rose petal, peanut, cinnamon and ginger. The endearing Manager Dayanam can discuss Vedanta, whilst his youthful colleague Ankit marries sweetness with spiciness.

Lebua also does scrumptious breakfasts and the best lunches in Rajasthan. Lugger over thickening Citrus or Beetroot-Avocado Salad and astonishing homemade pastas! (you wouldn’t believe a non-Italian effected these) unless exploring Thai Chef Prayun’s exoticity.

Lunch outdoors and feast on the spread of like Anwar Range creding for ancient
dish articles.

The writer read French and Philosophy at Oxford, and fell into travel-writing quite fortunately. A self-confessed vagabond, she prefers writing about her voyages than about herself.
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Rooftop Bars to Add Luxury to Your Bangkok Holiday

Bangkok is land of contrasts. It is known as the best place for budget travelers. But at the same time, it is one of the best destinations in Southeast Asia to enjoy a luxurious holiday. The city is home to number of rooftop bars with world class amenities that attract numerous luxury travelers from around the world.

If you are booking flights to Bangkok and wants to experience the unmatched luxury, consider spending your evenings at Sky Bar Rooftop at Lebua State Tower. It is considered as the best place to capture a 360 degrees view of the city. Lebua Towers have 34 stories and top of it you find this bar. Besides regular cocktails, beers and wines their menu consists of several original cocktails. Take your signature drink and stand at the edge of the bar and admire the fascinating view of Bangkok skyline.

360 Rooftop Bar should be the next in the list of best rooftop bars in the city. It is strategically located at Millennium Hilton. Although, it is situated on the top of 31st floor but still it offers a better view than several other high-priced rooftop bars in the city. While sitting in this rooftop bar you get an opportunity to admire the awe-inspiring view of the city.

 Those Rooftop bars are especially to enjoy a luxurious evening must keep Red Sky in consideration. This magnificent rooftop bar is located at the top of Centara Grand and is among the newest ones in the city. At 56th floor, it is one of the most convenient places to take a glance at the top view of the city. Apart from captivating views, the rooftop bars are also famous among romantic couples to enjoy spectacular sunsets.
Rooftop Bars to Add Luxury to Your Bangkok Holiday
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If you are booking flights to Bangkok and want to experience the unmatched luxury, consider spending your evenings at Sky Bar Rooftop at Lebua State Towers. It is considered as the best place to capture a 360 degrees view of the city. Lebua Towers have 63 storeys and top of it you’ll find this bar. Besides regular cocktails, beers and wines their menu consists of several original cocktails. Take your signature drink and stand at the edge of the bar and admire the fantasizing view of Bangkok skyline.

360 Rooftop Bar should be the next in the list of best rooftop bars in the city. It is strategically located at Millennium Hilton. Although, it is situated on the top of 31st floor but still it offers a better view than several other high priced roof top bars in the city. While sitting in the riverside bay you get an opportunity to admire the awe-aspiring view of the city.

Those booking Book flights to Bangkok especially to enjoy a luxurious evening must keep Red Sky in consideration. This magnificent rooftop bar is located at the top of Centara Grand and is among the newest ones in the city. At 55th floor, it is one of the most convenient places to take a glance at the top view of the vibrant city. Apart from captivating views, the rooftop bar is also famous among romantic couples to enjoy spectacular sunsets.
Top hotels in Bangkok

Expedia’s top Bangkok hotels as ranked by 2013 Insiders’ Select™ List of The World’s Best-Reviewed Hotels.

You can find just about everything in the world-class city of Bangkok, Thailand. From street vendors to top restaurants; from weekend markets to upscale shopping malls; from hostels to 5-star hotels. Spend your precious time planning what you’ll see and do and let Expedia help you find the best hotels in the city.

The following are the top hotels in Bangkok, chosen from 150,000 Expedia properties. These made the cut and are part of Expedia’s exclusive 2013 Insiders’ Select™ List of The World’s Best-Reviewed Hotels. This list is based on verified guest reviews. Expedia’s expert hotel input, and the overall value of the hotel.

1. lebua at State Tower (Hotel Rank: #38). Famous for its rooftop restaurant, Sirocco, lebua is near the Chao Phraya River on Silom Road. Suites have furnished kitchensettes and colonnaded balconies offering fantastic city or Chao Phraya River views. A full-service health spa is one of its exclusive amenities.
Rooftop Bars: Die Welt von oben sehen

Im 63. Stockwerk des selben Hotels befindet sich nach einer Skybar: der Tower Club.
Photos: Cronuts Have Gone International

Today in our Priority Inbox Folder: "Cronut Craze Reaches Bangkok." Click! The Cronut has finally made its way overseas, where it is called the Croughnut. And also just plain of Trademark (pending?) Cronut. Here is how they're doing it over there: without the capabilities of the pastry's founding father, Dominique Ansel. But the Cronut is bigger than Ansel now, it's bigger than all of us.

And that’s fine ... as a wise young man who wasted hours on line for a Cronut once pointed out, "It doesn't suck that Cronuts exist, it sucks that Hostess exists. It doesn’t suck that people are wasting on line for a pastry, it sucks that there is a line and not, say, many bakeries selling many croussant-doughnuts. At a certain point, money (and how it’s used) can (and must) be a form of political expression. I am less inclined to criticise a superficial problem (that this pastry exists and people line up at the expense of more fundamental ones (say, the availability and price of Ho-Hos)."

ALL YOU CAN EAT CROUGHNUTS IN BANGKOK

The Croughnut is being served in Bangkok's Café Mozu, inside the luxury Tower Club at lebua. There, Executive Pastry Chef Gilles Delaplay and Chef Blaker Adrian Dott have whipped up a Mint Yogurt Croughnut, and placed the item on their breakfast menu. We're told “the chefs are planning next to make croughnuts with more traditional Thai flavors. Currently, they’re making 150-200 per day.” Also, they are all-you-can-eat! We were told this morning that “they are part of the buffet breakfast which costs 600 Thai Baht per person (roughly $19 USD). They are not for individual sale. Since it’s a buffet, you can go nuts and eat as many Croughnuts as you like.”
9. The cronuts at Café Mozu at Lebua, a hotel in Bangkok
India’s 20 Most Romantic Resorts

Vaanika Island Kochi: Photo: Dan Kullberg - This seven-acre private island along Vembanad Lake has two main residences—Sun Rise and High Noon—which reside on their own islets with access to private lagoons. These centuries-old Kerala homes, restored and relocated onto the island from nearby villages, come with lakefront pools, gardens, massage pavilions and a private butler service. You can reach this secluded spot (wi-fi enabled throughout) via speedboat from Kochi’s Bolgatty jetty.

A candlelit meal in an ancient palace, a moonlit boat ride, your own private island—romance often blossoms in a magical setting. We’ve picked the top Indian resorts guaranteed to make you go weak at the knees:

Vaanika Island Kochi
- Ahilya Fort Maheshwar, Madhya Pradesh
- The Oberoi Vanyavilas Ranthambore
- Nandini Estate, Binser, Uttarakhland
- Bangalore on the Beach Transperbar,Tamil Nado
- Burj’s Clemont Horseboats Srinagar
- Wildwheat Goa
- The Mactan Lananaya
- Glenburn Tea Estate Darjeeling
- Devi Garh by lebua Udaipur
- Barefoot at Havelock Andaman Islands
- Taj Falaknuma Palace Hyderabad
- Leela Goa
- Shaiud Ladoah
- B Jyraj Shillong
- Moksha Himalaya Spa Resort Parwanoo, Himachal Pradesh
- The Tamara Coorg
- Wildflower Hall
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